BENNY’S OIL
FILTER
RECYCLING
Ben-Zorb Quality Absorbent 
Products Delivered to your door

What happens to Your filters?
Collection routes
are built daily from
forecasts among
about 6,000
customers covering
an ever growing
California territory.

Squeeze about
100,000 gallons of oil
from nearly 10,000
drums of filters
annually.

Filters after cubing
and oil extraction.

About 1.5 million
pounds are sent to
steel mills to produce
new material.

We did all the research and all the testing so you don’t
have to. Because one size does not fit all, even for
absorbents, Benny’s offers distinctive products to do
distinctly different jobs.

Greasweep

Greasweep is a non-selective, multi-purpose absorbent,
perfect for oil spill cleanup, spill control and containing
spills. Although slightly abrasive, with a little care,
it can safely be used on nearly any surface - even
highly polished, waxed or other finished floors. Highly
absorbent, Greasweep is great for heavier / thicker
liquid spills.

More than our 
name implies

Spillguard

Great for an outdoor absorbent. It is very heavy and
will not blow away. When wind is a factor, Spillguard
would be the product of choice. Ideal for spill cleanups
such as hydraulic fluid, fuel oil and chemical spills.
Cleans up roads, parking lots and fuel islands. It can
be left in place for those nagging drips and leaks. Noncarcinogenic and non-toxic.

new!

4 Oil and Antifreeze Service
4 Filter Service
4 Hazardous Waste Service

Federal DOT Reg. Nbr. 052703 010 040LM
California EPA Number CAR000129254
California Hazardous Waste Authority Control Number:
156146
License Number 134331
CHP Carrier Number 161987

Benny’s oil filter recycling
www.bofr.org

Rebar is one example
of a finished product.

4 Performance Absorbents

One Call Does it All!

323-773-2230

Continuous and
Reliable Since 1989
© 2010 Benny's Oil Filter Recycling, Inc.

a tip for the wise
Compliance enforcement is now a matter
of revenue as well as health and safety.

HAZARDOUS WASTE TIPS

More fines are accessed to fund more
inspectors to force compliance until such
time as automated computer procedures
are capable of oversight. Changes to
existing laws appear more rapid and the
compliance expense greater to comply.
These are some of the most common
items that seem to be issues of focus:
4 Present a clean and tidy workplace with

What’s in it for you when you choose BENNY’s?
One call does it all

Benny’s does nearly every waste our customers are likely to
have. From Oil and Filter Service Recycling, to used oils and
antifree, to Hazardous Waste, Benny’s takes care of it. We
also offer quality absorbent products that are perfect for oil
and spill cleanup. It makes since to choose Benny’s.

Talk to a real person - not a
machine

A real person answers our phone. You can usually even
reach someone here on the weekend. By the way, there is a
Benny and he visits customers every day.

Knowledgeable Personnel

We have the answers because we invested the time and
bought the tools so you don’t have to.

Wide Service Area

One look at our service area map will say that we can serve
any area you are likely to have locations.

Prompt service

We are proud to say that we can service most of our
customers the next business day.

Historical Archives for your Orders

Ask us about your first order ever, your last, or the next time
you are scheduled.

Inspector Intervention if Needed

Questions can usually be answered in minutes without you
digging through all your records.

waste properly containerized and floors
free from oil and grease.

Why so complicated?

4 Properly label drums with lids for each

Benny’s can manage your entire waste stream from
beginning to end.

type of waste.
4 Mark drums with accumulation dates.

The following are some of the wastes
Benny’s routinely handle:

4 Retain evidence of proper disposal
within prescribed time periods.
Some customers prefer to let Benny's
manage their entire waste stream

4 Each waste must be separately profiled

including the dispatch and billing for oil

4 Each disposal facility requires submission on their forms

service.This has minimized aggravation

4 Each disposal facility only accepts certain wastes

for them, while maximizing our expertise

4 Disposal facility approval must be received by us before

and relationships with oilmen, inspectors
and disposal facilities. By having full
knowledge we can provide you with better
information almost immediately. When an
inspector arrives on your premises, he is

Remember - one call 
does it all

we pick up from you
4 Disposal facilities receive waste by appointment only
4 Timing between pickup and delivery is critical
4 Numerous reports are required by different State
Departments
4 Frequent inspector interventions on behalf of customers

Solids:
4 Absorbents
4 Aerosol cans
4 Gas pump filters
4 Grease
4 Paint filters
4 Rags
4 Drums, cans,
and buckets

Liquids:
4 Ink
4 Oils, fluids, and lubricants
4 Used oil and antifreeze
4 Paint
4 Solvent
4 Thinner
4 Oily sludge

And more:
From Filters to Oils, Benny’s transports a vast assortment of
wastes. Benny’s can take care of nearly every type of waste
that a customer may have. Call Benny’s to inquire about
your specific waste. Ask for Jenny 323-773-2230.

asked to call us for information. Usually,
an immediate fax of your history from us is
all that is needed for his satisfaction.

We do it all...and make it look easy.

